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A   NONLINEAR  COMPLEMENTARITY  PROBLEM

IN MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
IN  BANACH  SPACE

M.  S.   BAZARAA,   J.   J.   GOODE  AND  M.   Z.   NASHED1

Abstract. An existence and uniqueness theorem for the non-

linear complementarity problem over closed convex cones in a

reflexive real Banach space is established, using perturbations of

solutions of variational inequalities and monotonicity methods.

1. Introduction and statement of the main result. Let B be a reflexive

real Banach space and let B* be its topological dual. Let the value of

u e B* at x £ B be denoted by (x, u). Let C be a closed convex cone in B

with vertex at 0 and polar cone C*, i.e., C* = {u £ B*:(x, «)^0 for each

x £ C}. A mapping T: C-+B* is said to be monotone if (x—y, Tx— Ty)^0

for all x, y e C, and strictly monotone if the strict inequality holds when-

ever x^y. We shall also say that T is (/.-monotone if there is a strictly

increasing function a: [0, oo)—>-[0, co) with a(0)=0 and a(/-)-*oo as

r—>-co such that (x— y, Tx— Ty)^\\x— _y||a(||x—y\\) for each x, y e C.

In particular, T is strongly monotone if a(r)=kr for some £>0. F is said

to be hemicontitiuous on C if for any u, v e C, the map t->-T(tv + ([—t)u)

of [0, 1] to B* is continuous when B* is endowed with the weak* topology.

Fis said to be demicont'imioits on C if i/„—>w in the strong topology implies

that Tun converges to Tu in the weak* topology of B*. See Kato [2] and

Minty [3] for properties of monotonicity, demicontinuity, and hemi-

continuity.

The purpose of this note is to prove the following existence and

uniqueness theorem for the nonlinear complementarity problem which

encompasses a variety of problems arising in mathematical programming

and optimization theory.
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Theorem. Let T:C—>-B* be a bounded hemicontinuous, «.-monotone

operator. Then there exists a unique x0e C such that — Tx0 e C* and

(x0, Tx0)=0.

For a thorough treatment of the nonlinear complementarity problem

in finite dimensional spaces with a particular choice of the cone C, we

refer to Karamardian [1], where the problem is also related to nonlinear

programming, saddle point theory, and the equilibrium point problem

of an «-person game.

We approach the nonlinear complementarity problem in Banach space

from the viewpoint of continuous dependence of the solutions of the

variational inequality

xeK: (x, Tx) ^ (z, Tx)   for all zeK,

where F is a fixed strictly monotone operator on the perturbations of the

set K. This turns out to be an efficient approach to the nonlinear comple-

mentarity problem which seems to have been overlooked even

for the finite dimensional version of the problem (see also Remark 2 in

§3). This framework allows us also to admit perturbations in the operator

Fand to replace F by a sequence of maps Tn (possibly with a finite dimen-

sional range) which approximate T. Thus, this approach lends itself

more readily to computational aspects of the nonlinear complementarity

problem, although we shall not be concerned with this here.

2. Proof of the Theorem. For each p>0, let S„= {x e B: \\x\\ ̂ p} and

KV=C(~\SV. We shall need a notion describing the convergence of Kv to

Kp asp—-p0 for p, p0 e (0, oo). To this end, we use the following notation

in which strong lim denotes convergence in the strong topology of B,

while weak lim denotes convergence in the weak topology of B.

s-lim inf Kp = {v e B:v = strong limit of vp asp —>-p0,

vp eKj, for each p > p0},

w-lim sup Kp = {u e B:v = weak limit of v¡ a.sj-» oo, v} e KP for

every integer j, pj -*■ p0 as/—► oo}.

Following Mosco [4] we say that {A"„} converges in B if the two sets above

coincide, and we write A'„ =lim„ ,„ K,, in B if K„  is a subset of B such' 1'q P^Pq 1> Pq

that

s-lim inf Kp = w-lim sup Kp = Kp<¡.
I-   -J>0 J>-P0

Noting that KpcKQ if p<q and that K„ is a nonempty closed convex set

for each p e (0, oo) it is easy to show that if p—-p0 e (0, ao), then K]¡-^>-KJI¡¡
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in the sense of convergence just introduced. (This also follows from the

more general setting of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 in Mosco [4].) We shall need

the following special case of Theorem A of Mosco [4].

Lemma 1. Let T.C-+B* be a bounded hemicominuous and strictly

monotone operator and let {Kp} be a family of nonempty closed convex sets

in C. Then each of the variational problems

(1) x, £ K, : <x„, Txv) ^ <z, Txf)  for all z c Kv

has a unique solution. If in addition KP->-KPo and T is x-monotone, then the

mapping p—>-xP is continuous at p0 with the strong topology on C.

Let the function y:[0, co)->-(—co, oo) be defined by y(p) = (xp, Txp).

We note that if T is demicontinuous and oc-monotone, then the function

y is continuous. If in addition — T(0) $ C*, then there is />0>0 such that

y(Po)<0.

Lemma 2. If T:C—>-B* is a hemicontinuous and strictly monotone

operator, and xp is the unique solution of (I) in Kp = CCiSp, then either

(x9, Txp)=0or \\xj=p.

Proof.    If y(p)jíf), then x^O, and (p¡\\xp\\)xp e Kp. Hence

y(p) = (x,, Tx„) ̂  ((WIWI)**. Tx,) = (pi\\xp\\)y(p).

Since 0 £ Kp, it is clear that y(p)^0. Thus y(p)^Ç) implies that ||xJ|^/>,

and hence ||xj —p since xp £ Kv.

Proof of the Theorem.   First note that the system

(2) x £ C,    -Txe C*,    (x, Tx, = 0

has at most one solution if T is strictly monotone. For if x, and x2 are

two solutions, then x,, x2 are both in C, — Tx, and — Tx2 are both in C*

and thus (x,, 7x2)=i0 and (x2, 7x,)^0. But we also have (x,, Txf} =

(x2,Tx2)=0, and therefore (x,— x2, 7x, — Tx2/ = <x1, 7x1)+(x2, 7x2) —

(x,, Tx2) — \x2, Txi)^0. If Tis strictly monotone we conclude that x,=x2.

Clearly if T is a-monotone, then T is strictly monotone.

Now note that if y(/?)=0 for some p, then 0 = (xp, Tx,)^(z, Txp) for

each z e Kp. Hence also (z, Txp)^.0 for each z e C and thus x0=xp is the

unique solution to the system (2). We now show that when T is a-mono-

tone, it is impossible to have y(p)¿¿0 for all p. Since 0 e Kp it is clear that

y(p)^0. Thus y(p)^ implies that y(p)<0 for all p. Take p>\. Then

y(l) = (x,, Txf)<(z, Tx,) for all z e Kx and   x„. 7x;),.<'z, Txp) for all
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z e K„. Noting that px1 e Kp and p^xp e A.',, we have py{ 1 )£(xp, Txx)

and p~lyip)^'.xl. Txv). Thus

[p-iyip) - y(l))(p - 1)
=   V Tx„) -p-l{x„, Txp) -p[xt, Txt) + (a„ Fat,)

^ .;*„ r*,) - (jcj, Fxp) - <;*„, Tx¡) + (*!, r*,;
= x„- xuTxp- Txx).

Then since F is «-monotone and p> 1, we have

rlYip) ^ }•(•) + (F - O-HII^ - xMiWx» - xM-

Now since y(p)¿¿0 and y(l)jéO, we have using Lemma 2, ||jcp—#ill^

ll*,l| — ||*iM*=/>—1. Thus p-iyipfèyW + oLip-l). Since a(r)-»co as
r—>-co, the last inequality implies that there exists a /? such that yip)>0.

This contradiction implies that the assumption yip)^Q for all p is impos-

sible. We have in fact shown that p~xyip) is a strictly increasing function

of p until yip)=0; for larger values of p, xp is a constant vector and

yip)=0.

3. Remarks.

Remark 1. The origin and the name of the complementarity problem

go back to the following programming problem: Given a vector b in

R" and a real nxn matrix M, find a vector x=(x¡, • • - , x„) such that

.v,_;0, y=Mx+b. >:_0, and x^—O for /'= I, • • • , n. Each pair (x,-, _y,.)

is called a complementary pair. This problem is quite general and includes,

by appropriate choice of the vector b and the matrix M, a variety of prob-

lems in linear and quadratic programming, game theory, etc. (see [1]

for a detailed discussion and references to earlier contributions to the

linear complementarity problem). Karamardian [1] considered the

following problem: Given a function /:/?"- >R", find a vector x e Rn

which satisfies the system .v^0,/(x)^0, x ■ f(x)=0. where the ordering

is componentwise. The main result in [1] is that this problem has a unique

solution iff is continuous and strongly monotone on the nonnegative

orthant R'l of R". Our theorem gives a more general result when specialized

to finite dimensional spaces since we replace the nonnegative orthant

by an arbitrary closed convex cone with vertex at the origin and slightly

weaken the monotonicity hypothesis on/

Remark 2. Our first attempt to prove an existence and uniqueness

theorem for the nonlinear complementarity problem in Banach space

was essentially to generalize the arguments in [1] via an infinite dimen-

sional analogue of the Kakutani fixed point theorem for multivalued

mappings, such as the Bohnenblust-Karlin theorem or recent fixed point

theorems of F. E. Browder and Ky Fan. This has failed since in general-

izing Lemmas 2.1  2.2 and the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [1] we had to
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impose that the mapping is completely continuous and strongly mono-

tone; this implies that the inverse of the mapping is bounded which,

together with complete continuity, puts us back in the finite dimensional

space. The technique of using perturbations of solutions of variational

inequalities, which does not seem to have been explored in the context

of mathematical programming, merits further consideration.

Remark 3. In many problems where the nonlinear complementarity

problem arises, the operator T is a gradient mapping, i.e., there exists a

Gâteaux differentiable functional g:C-^R such that

(d/dt)g{u + th)\t=0 = (h, Tu)    for h e B, u e C.

In this case, we may use the characterizations given in the following

proposition of the properties of monotonicity and a-monotonicity of T

in terms of appropriate convexity of g. We call a function g:C~+R x-

convex if and only if there exists a function a: [0, oo)->[0, oo) with the

properties stated in §1 such that for all t £ [0, 1],

g(tu + (1 - t)v) ^ tg(u) + (I - t)g(v)

- ||i/ - t'll max{/«[(I - 0 ||h - r||], (1 - t)x[t \\u - v\\]}.

Thus the usual notion of a convex functional corresponds to taking a

to be the zero function.

Proposition. Let g be a real-valued functional on an open convex

subset Q. of a normed real space E. Let g have a Gâteaux derivative which is

continuous on line segments in Li. Then:

(a) g is convex on LI if and only //grad g is a monotone operator;

(b) g is strictly convex if and only //"grad g is strictly monotone;

(c) g is x-convex if and only if grad g is x-monotone; and

(d) grad g is strongly monotone if and only if g is x-convex with x{t)=mt

and /?;> 0.

This proposition follows easily using simple manipulations based on

the relation

Cl

gin) — g(v)=    (« — v, gradg(tv + (1 — t)u)  dt.
Jo

Added in proof (May 23, 1972). Since the submission of this paper

several papers have been written about the nonlinear complementarity

problem. Among those which are related to this paper we mention the

following: G. J. Habetlerand A. L. Price, Existence theory for generalized

nonlinear complementarity problem. J. Optimization Theory Appl. 7

(1971), 223-239; B. C. Eaves, On the basic theorem of complementarity,
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Math. Programming 1 (1971), 68-75; S. Karamardian, The complemen-

tarity problem, Math. Programming 2 (1972), 107-129; and S. Karamard-

ian, The generalized complementarity problem, J. Optimization Theory

Appl. (to appear). In some of these papers the complementarity problem

is also studied with the usual nonnegative partial ordering of Rn replaced

by partial ordering induced by a given cone and its polar; the equivalence

of the complementarity problem to a variational inequality is also observed.

While the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the complementarity

problem can be obtained without recourse to perturbations of variational

inequalities, it should be pointed out that in our setting one can

immediately obtain results on continuous dependence, perturbations, and

approximations of the complementarity problem, using the results of

Mosco [4].
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